Mankind has always thought about the different opinions regarding the world and its ultimate consequence over the history. Gradually, these thoughts have been established in testing criterion of other works so that the nationality of the thinking never paid attention in this regard. In addition, Abol-aala Moaari and Omar Khayam Neishabouri were considered as the most sophisticated scholars of the literary and thinking fields because the thoughts of these scholars had the most potential influence on the next generation efficiently; one of the most outstanding influences of these works was subjected to Abumazi poems. Abumazi the contemporary Lebanon-Mohjari poet as "Tasavol and Tafavol" has written many various poems regarding to the philosophical subjects in terms of the Iranian famous poet Omar Khayam Neishabouri. For the reason, the main purpose of the present study was to investigate the affection aspects of Abumazi poems from Omar Khayam Neishabouri; this has been also achieved as comparative in this study.
Introduction
Arabs got familiar with different cultures of other nations during the Abbasid Era and they translated many various Iranian philosophical books into Arabic language at that time. This had the greatest influence on the Arab thoughts so that some became Sadducee and atheist and others tries to think of the relationship between the man and the God; but some of these could not be able to found out the relationship between the man and the God and this made them so disappointed and for the reason, some of these individuals used to drink and get sober trying to satisfy themselves in this pavement.
Abunovas is one of these people that has been considered as one of the rebellions and disobedient person of that time. He became familiar with different cultures and lessons of his time recalling many various controversial thoughts in his mind at that era. These kinds of thoughts made him to get crazy trying to satisfy himself only by drinking. The Khomrriat is one of his famous works. He not only wine-worships but also pictures his own suspicion and astonishment all about the life (Zeif, 2012: 180) .
This philosophy of Abunovas is then published in all Arab literature approaching to all other
Islamic territories such as Iran and Andolos. The Andolos people show many various skills for describing the nature, the dawn and night wine, scare and anxiety of love and there have been written many various works in this pavement. But none of these works can reach to Abunovas Khamriat at all except a one work that has been achieved an astonishing innovation in this pavement (Ibid: 180) . This poet is Omar Khayam; and this is his destiny to drink the wine and he wrote some lovely and beautiful poems as beautiful as Abunovas poems. The poems of Omar Khayam are really glorious and splendid in compare to Abunovas (Ibid: 180) .
The odes and poems of Omar Khayam are the real reflection and mirror of everyone that these can also efficiently reflect all people's thoughts and thinking ways trembling everybody's thinking affairs. These quatrains are mainly subjected to the philosophical-religious part of the poet that today these have its highest fanatic scholars and this old tasty wine of Omar Khayam increases the fanatics and supporters of his poems in all over the world. For the reason, the poet's poems have been vastly distributed and published in all over the world attracting many various cultures and races in this pavement (Hedayat, 1934) . Hence, it is not unlikely that Ilia Abumazi as the greatest famous poet is very familiar with Omar Khayam's poems being affected by the same songs and poems of Omar Khayam. This has been taken place for Abumazi particularly in moving to the US and getting familiar with Jabran Khalil Jabran and Michael Naaimeh and NasibArizeh and Rashid Ayoub; for the reason, he became one of the most active members of Alrabeteh Alghalamieh institution being affected under the romantic literature and school at that time. Specifically, the famous ode of Jabran Khalil Jabran as Almavakeb (the stars) is potentially affected on Abumazi showing that these romantic schools can easily change the life regular basis regulations and these people are really getting away from the regulations and legislations of the daily life; these kinds of people are certainly trying to get stick with the green nature and jungle atmosphere where everything is really lovely for them and they can easily prevent any oppressions and injustice affairs. In this kind of location, there is no established any regulations or other rules and these kinds of people can turn around comfortably without relying on the religion, oppression, justice, injustice, weakness, foolish actions and freedom. They reach to a kind of passive eternal world in their own mind in this path and finally, at the end of every ode, they invite others towards listening to the music and songs:
Give me a flute and try sing That the singer is eternal
The compliant of the flute will be survived eternally (Jabran Khalil Jabran, 2012 ).
This ode is one of the most famous odes of the romantic poet; in other words, the poem source of the poet is established in the North and South areas; it also is distributed in all poems of Mohajar poets particularly in "Alrabeteh Alghalamieh'' reflecting all romantic and feelings of the man's pains deeply; as a result, they used to think of all the universe secretes but they became disappointed for not finding any secretes in this pavement. When they wanted to look at the sky, they used to find and seek the signs of the creation and the truth of the world. This made them to get full of anxiety and sadness for not reaching to the truth of the universe. Abumazi also got affected of these romantic poems because he also used to think of the mankind's pains and the universe secretes but when he could not find the related secretes, he also became dismal having too much concerns all about the universe and its creation secretes. He used to think of all the nature and the man's pains but he never used to get dismal but also he tried to find the delightful hopes for the mankind. For the reason, his thoughts are full of the deepest thoughts in this pavement hopefully (Zeif, 2012) . You should seek to obtain your enjoy as the birds are looking for the shadow on the hottest summer days. Every star will be fed up but the destruction of the star is subjected to its fear of the disappearance. As a consequence, the main idea of the related ode is that we have to make our enjoy times never thinking of our life's pains preventing any problems and this is the same case that we can see in Omar Khayam's poems (Ibid: 184). In other words, the life is very beautiful and this beauty returns into the man's interior side making him to enjoy the life precious times; so, we must enjoy our life and take chance prohibiting any pains at life. It should be thought that Salem Almaaoush has considered the same ode for Abumazi's affection from Khayam poems and says: probably the ode of "the philosophy of the life'' is allocated to the related philosophy because we see that it invites us to enjoy life times that it is completely coincident with the philosophy of Khayam (Almaaoush, 1997) . In continue, we bring these tow couplets from his ode as following:
The most conscious people are those ones that they give the best reasons for their life; thus, when you are living, this is your only task to live happily preventing any pains of the life at all; you should also stop thinking of your death in this pavement.
Almaaoush says: undoubtedly, the second couplet is a great instance for Khayam's invitation for living happily and this is very similar to Abumazi's poem (Almaaoush, 1997) The one pictures tomorrow for me, it will not be an astonishing thing for me
The tomorrow does not have any objectivity and effect on me and this is like the past passed on me If it is existed or present, bring it to me; then you bring and talk about the glass of wine I never feel the truth statement being something as lie I am the one when feel sadness, I will find the happiness into your life Abumazi shows his own satisfaction from the life and he never wants to think of tomorrow at all; also, he never wants to talk about his past pains thinking only at present time because tomorrow does not come here and the past is past; he asks his friend to bring a cup of wine talking all about the joy releasing the passive tomorrow because this is not tangible yet in his ideas being considered as a fake or lie; Abumazi has been completely imitated from Omar Khayam's poems (Zeif, 2012) . According to Khayam's poems:
There is no established any happiness and punishment on the earth we are living; the past and tomorrow are two completely absences or non-existences and we are living between these two worlds; for the reason, we have to enjoy our life time at present (Hedayat, 1934) . Abumazi has also applied the term two-passives for two-absences saying: Let's enjoy our chances and minutes never let the world overcome on you. When we get up on a beautiful dawn, we should know that the money and the science never gets us up. In the odes of Khayam, the wine produces the vinous and ignorance, it is stated the same thing in the pot that our soul is streaming into the body; all the names of the pot are similar to humiliate the limbs of the body? This challenging and sorrowful soul of the body is similar to the past pot on the land. Hence, the pot finds an independent life for itself that the wine is also similar to its soul in this pavement (Hedayat, 1934 Enjoy the stars above your head in the sky because you will move and these will be survived Life and death in the thoughts of Khayam and Abumazi:
Khayam believes in the survive of the soul as the turn of the body pieces after death because the main felt thing is that these pieces of the body will be streamed into other objects going to start another life time. If we are happy, our body pieces will be turned into the wine getting frequently vinous (Hedayat, 1934): This pot is getting in love like me It is surrounded with mistress of love This hand taking around her neck It is the hand surrounding with a love Some heads and calves and palms Have been broken for her through the revenge and rancor Abumazi also repeats the same Khayam's philosophy and belief although he cannot compete with him in this epic but he tries to picture the world and the resurrection like Khayam; he is coming along with the green lands and seas trying to make the man to return to its nature (Ehsan Abbas and Yousef Najm, 1982): They are hidden into the wine that we drink and the food we eat And he is existed in the wind that we breathe streaming around our surroundings
In an ode, it is stated that Abumazi is also saying in Altalasem about the transformation: The adolescence will be disappearaed and you have to care of it; Let's enjoy our adolescence before it is going to end up. I will not be something after my death as we were not before It is wrong to say that we are eternal; we are nothing after the death Say to those ones that walking around in dark night that there is no any water for someone after death Sadegh Hedayat as affected from Khayam describes Khayam's school as he represents his own ideas here saying about "take a chance" that:
In quatrains of Khayam, the wine is subjected to forget and ignore all life's pains and sadness.
Khayam makes the wine as a shelter for releasing from all sufferings and trying to reach to a kind of life comfort and relaxation. He says that let's forget this nonsense and absurd of the life. This is the shadow of the death. The cup of the wine near to us says that I was like you once a time; so let's drink the fresh soul of the wine trying to forget the life. Let's drink and get enjoyed of our life. These sorrows and grieves are really ridiculous; let's take your own Khayam's poems is not subjected only to him but also others have been really astonished for reading Khayam poems. It should be also mentioned that Abumazi has completely astonished for this trying to step into another path that it is not discussable here. 5-It can be found out from Abumazi's poems that Khayam not only influences verbally but also nobody could write these kinds of poems deeply.
6-Abumazi has been trapped into many philosophical issues but Khayam mentions these issues clearly for awakening others.
